SUMMARY This paper studies the problem of light splitter placement (LSP) and wavelength converter placement (WCP) in all-optical WDM networks to enable optimal provisioning of static and dynamic traffic through efficient photonic multicast connections. To solve the LSP-WCP problem under static traffic provisioning, an Integer Linear Programming model is formulated to achieve the optimal solution in the sense that the total number of wavelength channels required by the multicast requests is minimized. To solve the LSP-WCP problem under dynamic traffic provisioning, a complementary-combined LSP-WCP heuristic is proposed to minimize the multicast traffic blocking probability, and is proved through extensive simulations. key words: WDM networks, multicast, light splitter placement, wavelength converter placement, ILP
Introduction
Based on wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) and photonic switching via wavelength-routing switch (WRS), all-optical networks [1] , [2] have been increasingly deployed as backbone optical Grid networks [3] . With the fast growing interest in bandwidth-intensive distributed computing and scientific collaboration over all-optical networks, efficient multicast in optical layer is becoming an important research topic. WDM networks establish light-path [4] for point-to-point data transmission (unicast), and light-tree [5] or light-forest [6] for point-to-multipoint data transmission (multicast). Efficient multicasting in WDM networks requires light splitting functionality [7] , [8] , which means that a given incoming wavelength channel can be split to multiple copies, with each copy able to be switched to a different output wavelength channel.
Adjacent wavelength channels on a light-path or a light-tree should use the same wavelength unless there is wavelength conversion in their commonly incident WRS. This is known as the wavelength continuity constraint. Wavelength conversion can be either dedicated or shared among a group of wavelength channels [9] . In this paper, we consider full-range wavelength conversion, which means that the wavelength converter can convert an incoming wavelength to any other wavelength.
Beside wavelength continuity constraint, light splitters have limited number of splitting fan-outs (splitting factor), which means that a WRS with splitting capability (or mul- ticast capability) can multicast its incoming optical signal to a limited number of neighbor switch nodes. This is known as the multicast capability constraint (a splitting factor of one means that the WRS has no photonic multicast capability). Ideally, if every WRS node in a WDM network is equipped with wavelength conversion and unlimited fan-out light splitting capability, the above-mentioned constraints will be completely relaxed. However, due to the high cost of wavelength converters and light splitters, it is more cost-effective to equip only a fraction of the WRS nodes with wavelength conversion and/or light splitting capabilities. This is known as sparse wavelength conversion and sparse splitting. It has been shown that sparse wavelength conversion can achieve the most benefit of full wavelength conversion [10] , and sparse light splitting can achieve the most benefit of full splitting [11] , provided that wavelength conversion capable switches and multicast capable switches are properly placed in the network. These observations bring about an interesting problem in optical network planning and service provisioning: how to equip a limited number of WRS nodes with wavelength conversion capability and/or multicast (light splitting) capability to enable optimal provisioning of multicast traffic. A WRS node is enabled with wavelength conversion and multicast capabilities through the placement of wavelength converter and light splitter at the switch node.
Wavelength converter placement problem has been studied in [12] for static traffic, and in [13] - [15] for dynamic traffic. The objective of [12] is to minimize the wavelength usage, while [13] - [15] aim at minimizing the traffic blocking probability. These papers deal with the problem of placing wavelength converters for unicast traffic provisioning, thus they do not need to consider the light splitter placement at the same time. On the other hand, the problem of light splitter placement is studied in [11] for dynamic traffic, which assumes no wavelength conversion; and in [16] for static traffic, which assumes wavelength conversion and unlimited splitting factor effect.
The combined problem of light splitter placement (LSP) and wavelength converter placement (WCP) for a sparse splitting and sparse wavelength conversion all-optical network has not yet been studied by current researchers. The problems of LSP and WCP are not mutually independent, thus it is desirable to solve the two placement problems jointly. In this paper, we study the combined LSP-WCP problem and investigate the relationship of the LSP For static traffic provisioning, we propose an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) model to achieve the optimal placement in the sense that the total number of wavelength channels required by the multicast requests is minimized. Solving the ILP model supplies the optimal placement of light splitters and wavelength converters, as well as the routing and wavelength assignment approach under the presented light splitter and wavelength converter placement. The model can be applied to any optical network topology with any multicast traffic configuration, and the optimization results can be used as the performance benchmarks when dealing with optical multicast with wavelength continuity constraint and multicast capability constraint (with limited splitting factor effect).
For dynamic traffic provisioning, we propose a complementary-combined LSP-WCP heuristic to sequentially place light splitters and wavelength converters according to the splitting-necessity-weights (SNW) and conversion-necessity-weights (CNW) of switch nodes. Wavelength converters are placed after the placement of light splitters to reflect the impact of light splitter placement results on the wavelength continuity constraint. SNW values are calculated for each switch node to reflect the benefit of placing a splitter with the consideration of already placed splitters; and CNW values are calculated for each switch node to reflect the benefit of placing a wavelength converter with the consideration of already placed light splitters and wavelength converters. The proposed heuristic, namely CSCP (Complementary-combined Splitter and Converter Placement) is designed to minimize multicast traffic blocking probability, and is proved through extensive simulations.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 investigates the LSP-WCP problem for static multicast traffic provisioning and proposes an ILP model to achieve the optimal solution. Section 3 supplies numerical case studies by solving the proposed ILP model using commercial optimization package. Section 4 investigates the LSP-WCP problem for dynamic multicast traffic provisioning, and proposes the complementary-combined LSP-WCP heuristic. Section 5 presents the simulation results of the proposed heuristic scheme. Section 6 concludes the paper.
Placement under Static Traffic
In this section, we study the problem of joint placement of light splitters and wavelength converters under static traffic provisioning. The problem statement is presented first, followed by the mathematical formulation (ILP model) of the problem. Solving the ILP model supplies the optimal placement of light splitters and wavelength converters, as well as the routing and wavelength assignment approach under the presented light splitter and wavelength converter placement.
Problem Statement
A WDM network can be modeled as a directed graph G(V, E, Λ), where V is the set of switch nodes, E is the set of directed links, and Λ is the set of wavelengths supported in each link. It is assumed that each connection in the physical topology represents a pair of fibers with opposite transmission directions. It is also assumed that the WDM network has sparse light splitting with limited splitting factors. For a WRS without light splitting capability, it is assumed that the WRS can support drop-and-continue [6] , which means that besides switching the incoming wavelength channel to its outgoing channel, a small amount of the optical signal from the incoming channel can be tapped out and dropped to a locally attached terminal station. Additionally, the network is assumed to be sparse wavelength conversion, with each wavelength converter being capable of full-range wavelength conversion.
Let N splt be the total number of splitters, N conv be the total number of wavelength converters, and SPF be the splitting factor of multicast capable nodes. Assume there are totally Z traffic requests; let t i be the i-th traffic request (1 ≤ i ≤ Z), also let s i and D i be the source and the set of destinations of traffic t i . Denote the multicast forest for traffic t i as F i , and denote |F i | as the total number of wavelength channels occupied by F i . The problem of placing light splitters and wavelength converters for multicast in WDM networks under static traffic provisioning is described as follows: Given network topology G(V, E, Λ), multicast traffic matrix as well as the values of N splt and N conv , find two subsets of V : V S (set of switch nodes with splitting capability) and V C (set of switch nodes with wavelength conversion capability) with |V S | = N splt , |V C | = N conv , such that the overall number of wavelength channels required by all multicast traffic requests is minimized, i.e., minimize |F i |.
Mathematical Model
The Integer Linear Programming model of the joint placement of light splitters and wavelength converters is presented in the following. 
Constraint (1) ensures that no link leading to the source of a multicast request will be added to the multicast forest for that request. Constraint (2) guarantees that any destination of t i is reached by at least one wavelength channel. Constraint (3) states that the non-destination nodes can not be the leaf nodes of any multicast tree. Constraint (4) gives the link occupation constraint, which claims that each wavelength channel can be occupied by at most one traffic request.
(2) Splitting and Wavelength Conversion Constraints
Constraint (5)- (8) give the relationship of incoming and outgoing wavelength channel utilization for non-conversion non-splitting nodes, non-conversion splitting nodes, conversion non-splitting nodes and conversion splitting nodes, respectively. For example, (5) is only effective when both ψ n = 0 (non-conversion) and ξ n = 0 (non-splitting), and guarantees that if node n has neither light splitter nor wavelength converter, the number of outgoing wavelength channels using wavelength λ should be no more than the number of incoming wavelength channels using wavelength λ for any traffic t i . (6)- (8) can be explained similarly. (3) Commodity Flow Constraints Commodity flow over a wavelength channel is the number of destinations of a given multicast traffic that are reached through that wavelength channel. The following three sub-sections present the commodity flow constraints for the source node, destination nodes and non-member nodes (which are neither source node nor destination nodes). (3.a) Source node
(3.b) Destination nodes
(3.c) Non-member nodes
Constraint (9) is valid because the output wavelength channels of source s i carry traffic t i to all its |D i | destinations. (10)- (12) mean that the commodity flow decreases by one when passing a destination node, while (13)- (15) 
(5) Number of Light Splitters and Wavelength Converters
The optimization objective is formulated as:
Solving the ILP model supplies the optimal placement of light splitters and wavelength converters, as well as the routing and wavelength assignment approach under the presented light splitter and wavelength converter placement. The model can be applied to any optical network topology with any multicast traffic configuration, and can be used to get the performance benchmarks when dealing with optical multicast with wavelength continuity constraint and multicast capability constraint.
Numerical Case Studies: Static Traffic
In this section, we supply numerical case studies by solving the above ILP model using CPLEX optimization package [17] . The 14-node NSF topology ( Fig. 1 ) is adopted for the case studies. It is assumed that there are two wavelengths per fiber, and three traffic requests coexist in each case. We consider the multicast size from 1 destination per multicast request (which is actually unicast) to 6 destinations per multicast request. Both the source and the destinations of each traffic request are randomly chosen from the set of all nodes. For each case, we conduct 20 experiments with independent traffic configurations, i.e. each presented result is the average over the 20 experiments.
In case study 1, we assume that N splt = N conv (the exact positions of converters and splitters are not necessarily the same), and solve the optimization problem with different N splt (N conv ) values. Figure 2 presents the average number of wavelength channels required for different number of multicast destinations with different number of splitters N splt . From this figure, we can see that the larger destination set a multicast has, the more it can benefit from using light splitters and wavelength converters. In the extreme case of 1 destination per request (unicast), the number of wavelength channels does not change with the number of splitters and the number of wavelength converters placed in the network. Figure 2 also shows that after N splt exceeds a given value (which is 3 in this case), the benefit of adding more splitters and wavelength converters is almost unnoticeable. This verifies that properly placed sparse splitting and sparse conversion can reap most benefit of much more densely or even fully configured light splitting and wavelength conversion.
The most preferred light splitter and wavelength converter placement solutions are listed in Table 1 . Table 1 gives two observations: firstly, the positions of wavelength converters tend to coexist with the positions of light splitters in most of the cases; secondly, placing larger number of splitters (converters) tends to retain the positions attained in the smaller number case and only add some extra ones. For example, in the case of 3 splitters and 3 wavelength converters, both the splitter positions and the wavelength converter positions are node 6, 8, and 9, other cases have the same or almost the same regularity, which is the first observation. Also, the order (priority) that a node is chosen to be placed with light splitter and/or wavelength converter tends to have nodal degree in consideration, as shown in Table 2 , node 6 and 9 (which are the two nodes with the highest nodal degree) are the most preferable nodes to be placed with light splitter and wavelength converter.
For observation 2, compare the splitter position from the case N splt = 1 all the way up to case N splt = 5, the splitter set in each case with lower value of N splt is a subset of that of a higher N splt value case. Similar regularity is observed in the wavelength converter positions. Note that the presented numerical results are only of statistical and experimental sense, because they are dependent on the traffic configuration used in the experiments.
In case study 2, we let N splt = 3, N conv = 1 and investigate the optimization solution with different splitting factor (SPF) values. Figure 3 presents the average num- Table 1 Splitter and converter placement. (case study 1) Table 2 Nodal degree effect on splitter and converter placement. ber of wavelength channels required for different number of multicast destinations with different splitting factor values. SPF = 1 actually means that there is no splitters, despite that N splt is set to be 3. It can be observed from this figure that when the number of splitters is large enough (≥ 3 in this experiment), increasing the splitting factor over some threshold (which is 2 in this experiment) only brings about marginal benefit.
In summary, some observations from the numerical case studies are: properly placed sparse light splitting and sparse wavelength conversion can achieve most benefit while keeping the network cost as low as possible; light splitter placement and wavelength converter placement tend to have close relationship and strong overlapping results, thus considering the two placement problems (LSP and WCP) jointly is a sensible choice; and finally, placing more splitters and wavelength converters generally can be done by upgrading extra switch nodes without major relocation of the formerly placed splitters and wavelength converters, thus equipping the network with adequate splitters and wavelength converters can be done in a gradually upgrading way.
Placement under Dynamic Traffic
The above two sections investigate the problem of splitter and wavelength converter placement under static traffic provisioning. In dynamic traffic provisioning, where traffic requests arrive dynamically, the minimization of request blocking probability becomes the major concern. Therefore, the objective of the LSP and WCP problems for dynamic traffic provisioning should be minimizing traffic blocking probability.
Problem Statement
The network model is the same with that in Sect. 2. The dynamic traffic model is described as follows: For each traffic t, let s(t) and D(t) be the source and the set of destinations of t, respectively. Denote |D(t)| as the number of destinations of traffic t. |D(t)| = 1 denotes that traffic t is unicast traffic; while |D(t)| > 1 denotes that traffic t is multicast traffic. For each specific source node s and set of destinations D, assume that the arrival of traffic requests follows Poisson distribution with rate λ R (s, D), and assume the request service time is exponentially distributed with unit mean. Denote λ a R as the overall traffic arrival rate of the network, λ a R = λ R (s, D). A traffic request is blocked if there is no sufficient available wavelength to accommodate the request. Denote B R as traffic blocking probability.
The problem of placing light splitters and wavelength converters for multicast in WDM networks under dynamic traffic provisioning is described as follows: Given network topology G (V, E, Λ), traffic pattern (s, D, λ R (s, D) ), as well as the values of N splt and N conv , find two subsets of V : V S and V C (as defined before) with |V S | = N splt , |V C | = N conv , such that the request blocking probability B R is minimized.
CSCP (Complementary-combined Splitter and Converter Placement) Heuristic
Light splitter and wavelength converter placement is affected by many factors, of which the network topology, the multicast traffic pattern (traffic source and destination distribution and traffic arrival rate), and the routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) scheme are the most important ones. In the following of this paper, Minimum Path Heuristic [18] plus Least Loaded Routing (MPH/LLR) is adopted for multicast routing, which modifies the MPH heuristic by considering multiple alternative paths between each pair of nodes and the least loaded path is chosen to be added to a multicast tree in the modified MPH heuristic. For wavelength assignment, First-Fit assignment is assumed. The heuristics of light splitter placement and wavelength converter placement are presented in the following. The proposed heuristic, which is referred to as CSCP (Complementary-combined Splitter and Converter Placement), includes two steps: the first step sequentially places light splitters according to the splitting-necessity-weights (SNW) of switch nodes. SNW values are designed to reflect the benefit of placing a splitter with the consideration of already placed splitters. The result of the light splitter placement heuristic is then fed into the second step, which sequentially places wavelength converters according to the conversion-necessity-weight (CNW) of switch nodes. CNW values are designed to reflect the benefit of placing a wavelength converter with the consideration of already placed light splitters and wavelength converters. The details are presented as follows.
Light Splitter Placement Heuristic
The light splitter placement heuristic places splitters in a sequential way, with one splitter being placed in each step, until N splt splitters are placed. To decide the node to be placed with light splitter in each step, SNW value is calculated for each switch node. The function of splitting-necessityweight is carefully designed to reflect the necessity of placing a splitter at a given node in a given step, the node with highest SNW will be placed with splitter in that step.
For a traffic request with source s and set of destina- 
The splitting-necessity-weight function SNW(n) for each node n ∈ V is initialized as follows:
where SNW (s,D) (n) is the splitting-necessity-weight of node n by considering all multicast traffic requests with source s and destination set D (|D| > 1). Unicast traffic (|D| = 1) is not considered in SNW calculation because light splitters will not be used by unicast traffic. SNW (s,D) (n) is calculated as follows:
where SNW j,k (s,D) (n) is the splitting-necessity-weight of node n by considering using the k-th alternative route from s to d j of multicast traffic requests with source s and destination set D. SNW j,k (s,D) (n) is defined as follows:
where β is a predefined positive constant such that β · |V| · H max < 1 (H max denotes the maximum number of hops of any path in the given network). (s,D) (n) are defined as follows:
where D ( j, k, n) is the set of destinations that are on route r k (s, d j ) and downstream of node n. h
where r k (s,d j ) (n) means the number of hops from s to n on route r k (s, d j ). (s,D) (n) , SNW properly considers the observation that while other conditions are same, the further a splitter is from the source, the more common links can be shared by different destinations of the considered multicast, thus the higher chance of saving wavelength utilization. h(·) function directly deals with the necessity of splitting, and g(·) function refines the benefit of splitting while other conditions are same. With 1 H max ·|V| > β > 0, h(·) function is assigned as the dominant SNW factor, while g(·) function is assigned as the refinery factor. In summary, SNW(n) is initialized as:
After a splitter is placed at a switch node in a given step, SNW(n) should be recalculated by considering the impact of the already placed splitters. Denote 
if node n is not yet placed with splitter. SNW(n) = 0 if node n is already placed with splitter in previous steps.
The heuristic is summarized as follows:
Step1: Initialize splitting-necessity-weight for each node using (25); Step2: Choose node n * with the largest SNW as the first node to place splitter; Step3: While number of placed splitters is less than N splt , update SNW(n) for all nodes according to (26) and choose the node with largest SNW in this iteration. If the number of placed splitters equals N splt , heuristic stops.
Wavelength Converter Placement Heuristic
Wavelength converter placement for unicast traffic under Least Loaded Routing and First-Fit wavelength assignment has been studied in [14] , where a heuristic WMSL (weighted maximum segment length) is proposed to sequentially place wavelength converters according to the impact of potential wavelength conversion on the minimization of average length of wavelength-continuous segments. The rationale is that the improvement on blocking performance by introducing wavelength conversion is due to the effect of dividing long segments to shorter ones, thus alleviating the wavelength continuity constraint. WMSL is shown to outperform a previously proposed heuristic TOT (Total Outgoing Traffic) [15] that places wavelength converters to switch nodes according to the total outgoing traffic loads at each switch node.
In this paper, we extend the WMSL heuristic to solve wavelength converter placement for more general multicast traffic under MPH/LLR multicast routing and First-Fit wavelength assignment. The wavelength converter placement heuristic also places converters in a sequential way, with one converter being placed in each step, until N conv converters are placed. To decide the node to be placed with wavelength converter in each step, CNW value is calculated for each switch node. The function of CNW is designed to reflect the necessity of placing a converter at a given node in a given step, the node with highest CNW will be placed with converter in each step.
The conversion-necessity-weight function CNW(n) for each node n ∈ V is calculated as follows:
if node n is not yet placed with converter. CNW(n) = 0 if node n is already placed with splitter in previous steps. In (27), ξ n (n ∈ V) is the light splitter placement information that was achieved in the light splitter placement algorithm. ξ n = 1 if node n was placed with splitter; ξ n = 0 otherwise. The x(·) and y(·) functions are explained as follows:
is the difference of the length of the segment that contains node n on the route r k (s, d j ) before node n is placed with wavelength converter (ψ n = 0) and after node n is placed with wavelength converter (ψ n = 1). Obviously, 
The heuristic is summarized as follows: Step1: Initialize conversion-necessity-weight for each node using (27)-(29); Step2: Choose node n with the largest CNW as the first node to place converter; Step3: While number of placed converters is less than N conv , update CNW(n) for all nodes according to (27)-(29) and choose the node with largest CNW in this iteration. If number of placed splitters equals N conv , heuristic stops.
ISCP (Independently-combined Splitter and Converter
Placement) Heuristic
The proposed CSCP heuristic combines LSP and WCP by feeding the LSP result to WCP heuristic as shown in Eq. (27). To show the advantage of this complementary combined heuristic, we also present an independently combined LSP and WCP scheme, which independently applies the proposed LSP heuristic and WCP heuristic. We refer to this scheme as ISCP (Independently-combined Splitter and Converter Placement) heuristic in the following. ISCP uses the same LSP heuristic as CSCP, but will not feed the LSP result into the WCP heuristic. Specifically, the CNW function used by ISCP is
is defined the same as in (29), which is the same idea of as WSML heuristic in [14] . ISCP will be used as performance comparison in the next section.
Simulation Results: Dynamic Traffic
In this section, we study the performance of the proposed heuristic.
Simulation Model
Assume that each link has a pair of bi-directional fiber links, and that there are 32 wavelengths per fiber link. Assume that traffic arrival follows Poisson distribution with traffic load ρ = λ a R ; and assume that 20% of the traffic requests are multicast traffic requests, the rest are unicast traffic requests. For unicast traffic, assume that the source and destination are uniformly distributed over the set of all network nodes; for multicast traffic, assume that multicast requests are initiated by node 4, 8, 12 and 14 and that the multicast destinations are uniformly distributed over the set of all network nodes. For each placement heuristic, 7 splitting capable nodes and 7 wavelength conversion capable nodes (half of the network nodes) are placed.
In each of the following simulations, the performance of the proposed heuristic is compared with the existing heuristics. Specifically, the combinations of MSNF (a LSP heuristic) [11] with TOT and WSML (WCP heuristics) are compared with the proposed CSCP heuristic. MSNF places light splitter according to the weight that a switch is required to be a branching node of the multicast tree [11] . TOT [15] and WSML [14] are wavelength converter placement heuristics, which have been explained in Sect. 4 . We also present the simulation results of the independent ICSP heuristic scheme for performance comparison. The multicast traffic blocking performance improvement of CSCP over another heuristic is defined as the relative difference of the traffic blocking probabilities using the two heuristics. For example, the multicast traffic blocking probability performance improvement of CSCP over ISCP is
Effect of Traffic Load on Heuristic Performance
We first conduct simulations of blocking probability versus traffic load using topology A, and the number of alternative shortest routes is set to be 3. The results are shown in Fig. 4 .
As can be observed from Fig. 4 , the proposed CSCP heuristic outperforms the existing heuristics (MSNF with TOT, and MSNF with WSML, and the independently combined scheme ISCP). For example, when traffic load is 230 Erlang, the proposed CSCP heuristic achieves multicast traffic blocking probability of 8 × 10 −4 , which has about 64% improvement over that of ICSP, about 73% improvement over that of MSNF + WSML and about 84% improvement over that of MSNF + TOT. When traffic load is 300 Erlang, the difference between the performances of the proposed heuristic and other heuristics are relatively small: the multicast traffic blocking probability of CSCP has about 30% improvement over the blocking probability of other heuristics. The observation is that the performance improvement of CSCP over other schemes is larger when the traffic load is relatively small.
Effect of Splitting Factor on Heuristic Performance
Next, we conduct simulations to show the performance of multicast traffic blocking probability versus splitting factor (SPF) with traffic load of 220 Erlang. The same topology (topology A) is used. From Fig. 5 , it can be observed that when SPF is larger than 4, increasing of SPF has no impact on blocking probability. Also, the proposed CSCP heuristic outperforms other heuristics with considerable margins. When SPF is 1, the difference between the performances of the proposed heuristic and other heuristics are relatively small: the multicast traffic blocking probability of CSCP has about 30% improvement of the blocking probability over other heuristics. When SPF is larger than 3, the proposed CSCP heuristic achieves multicast traffic blocking probability of 3 × 10 −4 , which has about 64% improvement over that of ICSP, about 80% improvement over that of MSNF + WSML and about 86% improvement over that of MSNF + TOT. The observation is that the performance improvement of CSCP over other schemes increases with SPF until a threshold of SPF value is reached.
Effect of Average Nodal Degree on Heuristic Performance
In order to prove that the proposed CSCP heuristic works with various topologies with different average nodal degrees, we next conduct simulations with sparsely connected ring topology (topology B in Fig. 6 ) and more densely connected topology (topology C in Fig. 7 ). Topology A is medium connected with average nodal degree being 3; while topology B is actually a ring network, with average nodal degree being 2; and topology C is a more densely connected network with average nodal degree be- ing about 4. In the simulations, the number of alternative shortest routes for the ring topology, the medium connected topology, and the densely connected topology is chosen to be 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Figure 8 shows the multicast traffic blocking probability versus the presented traffic load for topology B; while Fig. 9 shows the results for topology C. As can be observed from Figs. 8 and 9, the proposed heuristic outperforms existing schemes with considerable margins. For example, for topology B with traffic load of 90 Erlang, the proposed CSCP heuristic achieves multicast blocking probability of 4 × 10 −4 , which has about 57% improvement over that of ISCP, 72% improvement over that of MSNF + WSML and about 85% improvement over that of MSNF + TOT. For topology C with traffic load of 450 Erlang, the proposed CSCP heuristic achieves multicast blocking probability of 9 × 10 −3 , which has about 67% improvement over that of ISCP and MSNF + WSML, and about 86% improvement over that of MSNF + TOT.
The blocking probability improvement versus the three different topologies are summarize in Table 3 . As can be observed from Table 3 , the proposed CSCP heuristic consistently outperforms other heuristics for various topologies with different average nodal degrees. This observation shows the advantage of adopting our complementarycombined light splitter and wavelength converter placement heuristic to maximize the multicast traffic blocking performance.
Conclusion
This paper studies the problem of light splitter placement and wavelength converter placement in WDM networks to enable optimal provisioning of both static and dynamic multicast traffic. For static traffic provisioning, an ILP model is presented to solve the problem optimally in the sense that the total number of wavelength channels required by the multicast requests is minimized. For dynamic traffic provisioning, a complementary-combined LSP-WCP heuristic CSCP is proposed to minimize the multicast traffic blocking probability. Studies in both static traffic case and dynamic traffic case show the close relationship of light splitter placement and wavelength converter placement for optical multicast provisioning.
